
 

EUROPALMS Nut Cracker, Metal, 190cm, red
Handcrafted nut cracker figure made of metal, color finish

Art. No.: 83314900
GTIN: 4026397618334

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397618334

Weight: 14,80 kg

Length: 0.86 m

Width: 0.67 m

Heigth: 0.56 m

Bulky product

Description:

The life-size metal figures are the absolute eye-catcher of your winter and Christmas
decorations. They have been lovingly handcrafted and each piece is unique. The high-quality
workmanship is particularly evident in the elaborate details of each individual figure.
With his stately size of 190 cm and his fancy gala uniform the nutcracker of Europalms is not to
be overlooked. With the baton in his hand, he is happy to welcome the customers of your shop.
Also at your home it is the much-noticed centre of winter decoration. 
The nutcracker can be assembled in just a few simple steps. A stable arch made of metal,
which connects the two shoe soles from behind, provides additionally for a stable stand and can
also serve for further fastening.

Features:

- Nut cracker in gala uniform, holding a decorated stick in his left hand
- Coat and hat with elaborate details
- Head wobbles when touched
- The black boots have shiny bootlegs with additional decorations, the toe caps are hammered
- A stable metal bracket connects the shoe soles at the back and can be used for fixing the figure
- Minor imperfections can result from the intricate handcrafted manufacturing
- Setup can be completed easily in a few steps
- Easy to assemble
- High quality

Technical specifications:

Setup: Easy to assemble
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn83314900.html


Material: Metal

Color: Red

Decor style: Modern living

Season: Winter

Dimensions: Width: 50 cm

 Depth: 40 cm

 Height: 1,9 m

Weight: 10,80 kg
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